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Ceramics Interconnect Technology
This is an active time for IMAPS around the globe. Depending on when your copy of AM was delivered, we have just completed the first Device Packaging conference, or are about to. Upcoming there is the Ceramics conference in Baltimore (more on that below), the ICEP conference in Tokyo, and several Advanced Technology Workshops. Our topics span the globe in interest as well as in markets. Our industry covers the many facets of electronics packaging; have you ever thought of how many ways our members make connections? When you have a quiet moment, give it some thought and you'll be surprised; consider not only the physical connections in our products, but the personal connections that enable the synergy that IMAPS strives for. That's why these meetings are important to us all "in the long run" as we say in the US.
Ceramics amaze me. They are a versatile technology, with numerous uses in electronics packaging. RF; high temperature applications; LTCC design versatility; consumer and automotive applications; both cost sensitive and leading edge applications -they're all there. I'm also amazed at what isn't thereand that is a general recognition of today's ceramic technology as being much broader than the costly thin film heritage that ceramics came out of (literally!). Process automation and photo-imaging technology have laid the groundwork for such broadening, and will continue to make ceramics progressively more amenable to a larger part of traditional "mainstream" electronics packaging applications. We saw some good examples at our recent Symposium in Long Beach. The program for the Ceramics conference -formally renamed as the ACerS/IMAPS 1st International Conference and Exhibition on Ceramic Interconnect and Ceramic Microsystems Technologies (CICMT) -also gives a pretty good idea of how ceramics have spread through and beyond the electronics packaging arena. The scope of the conference has been expanded to explicitly include microsystems, recognizing the higher role ceramics now play outside of the "jellybean" components industry. There are even six notable keynote speakers, covering materials, business, and applications aspects pertaining to ceramic technologies and the microsystems made possible by them. Sam, Dave and their team have put together a great conference that will showcase the advances this technology has made possible. It should be an amazing conference! I mentioned the 2005 ICEP conference, the International Conference on Electronics Packaging, being organized by our IMAPS colleagues in Japan. It is being held in Tokyo from April 13-15. At this writing, the program has not yet been announced, but it will be available at the web site, http://www.jiep.or.jp/icep/index.html, or go to the calendar at our web site, www.imaps.org, and you will find a link. Dr. Denda has graciously invited me to speak on our society, and I have gratefully accepted. If past conferences are an indication, you will have much to look forward to at the conference, and in the hospitality of our hosts. I am very much looking forward to it, and I hope you will consider attending also.
A word is in order about our increasingly intertwined society. Just as the economic market we operate in has become progressively more intertwined across the globe, our organizational activities are challenged by the necessity to become more global. IMAPS as an organization needs to strengthen its global presence and coordination to lower the barriers in advancing the many aspects of electronics packaging. There are a number of obstacles to progress in unification, globalization or whatever term we choose to use; some of these are our own perceptions and some are differences in how we conduct our functions in different parts of the world. The geographical blocks of our organization operate differently at our functions (chapter meetings, symposia and the like), in governance of the blocks, in how we manage financial aspects, and in the legal requirements of the region. There is no clear answer as to how IMAPS should look when truly unified, because there is no uniform idea of what unification is. In my personal view, I am starting to see that this is more of a journey than a destination --more of a process than an end point. On a practical scale, this means we need to address the obstacles one group at a time --and we can expect some conflicts. It also means we must continue to identify and address these obstacles, as they are what impede our common goal. That is what our members expect --the ability to interact on many levels (business, technical, and personal). I feel that our society's leaders around the globe have the same goals in mind; our task is to find ways to achieve a more global IMAPS so we all win. I wouldn't be in this job if I didn't think it was worth it! I In nt te er rn na at ti io on na al l C Co on nf fe er re en nc ce e o on n C Ce er ra am mi ic c I In nt te er rc co on nn ne ec ct t a an nd d C Ce er ra am mi ic c M Mi ic cr ro os sy ys st te em ms s T Te ec ch hn no ol lo og gi ie es s April 10-13, 2005 Baltimore, MD
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Networking -"no man is an island"
Reduced time to market, and needs for making products and ideas ready for production in a short time frame, call for engineers able to handle many different tasks and mastering many different disciplines.
With even leaner facilities, most companies do not have the luxury to employ large groups who will have the necessary time to run technology projects and learn from scratch.
Therefore networking becomes so important. We can meet and learn from colleagues working with the same issues. In spite of competition, common challenges can be discussed. Experience with materials, equipment and suppliers can be shared.
A forum of individuals and specialists you meet in person is in this respect much more efficient than written communication with people you barely know.
"No man is an island" is a famous poem, but also a well used quote -most likely used in most of our countries in our local language. Originally composed in 1624 by the English poet John Donne, the first couple of lines of this poem are,"No man is an Island, entire of itself; every man is a piece of the Continent -a part of the main….."
It is so true. IMAPS offers a great opportunity, because the many conferences and workshops form the frame for the IMAPS family network. Here we will have a chance to meet life-long friends and make contacts important for our life. Many of us have experienced this when facing turbulent times -maybe leaving a job as an employee and starting a business on our own. Also here the strength of a good network has shown its values.
However it is not enough that a few of us knows this, also the person who pays your bills, the conference fees and the flight tickets should know the importance of this. As one of our IMAPS-Nordic members expressed it, he did not really care too much about the technical programme of the conference, but what mattered was the networking possibilities offered, like time enough in the breaks, time for the exhibition, the social lunches, dinner and reception for the contacts to take place.
So do experience it yourself. Do pay your membership fee, do come to our events.
IMAPS is not only dissemination of knowledge, but IMAPS is also networking and support.
Finally I will encourage you to come to our European Microelectronics Conference and Exhibition June 12-15.
It takes place in the historical town Brugge in Belgium. Brugge is famous for its picturesque, medieval city center, its lively atmosphere and its canals.
A wonderful place to come -as delegate or exhibitor. The conference will as normal combine an excellent technical programme with excellent networking and sightseeing possibilities at this wonderful time of the year.
Please read more at ww. As you read this column, spring is quickly approaching (at least in the northern hemisphere), and perhaps the IMAPS Symposium in Philadelphia this September is not the number one item on your mind. Well, OK, we'll settle for being number two! Oddly enough, it's January here in Washington, DC, as I write this column, but that's the nature of the seriousness of the planning that goes into bringing you the finest event in the microelectronics and packaging industry. Through the leadership of Andy Stranjord, VP of Technology, Dave Malanga, Symposium Chair, Lee Levine and Don Havas,Technical Chair, the program will be stellar! Their hard work and planning will bring to you a technical program of presentations containing breakthroughs at the forefront of development. Forward thinking has to be the basis of everything we do in IMAPS.
Autumn in Philadelphia should be just right for you to get out and about in the evening after a hard day of intensive technical sessions. The site committee is going to great lengths to involve the local business community in support of our Symposium. We plan to provide you with a comprehensive menu of possible activities in the area. In addition to the contributions mentioned The issue contains two papers which describe leading edge high frequency applications. Both combine advanced materials and processes with design and simulation in developing new high frequency applications. The paper "LTCC Short Range Radar Sensor for Automotive Application at 24 GHz" by P. Uhlig and his colleagues at IMST in Germany describes an automotive radar module with an integrated planar antenna array realized in Low Temperature Cofire Ceramic (LTCC). The high degree of integration enabled by LTCC and use of bare die lead to a very compact sensor module which can be manufactured at low cost. "Progress in the Integration of Planar 3 D Coils on LTCC by using Photoimageable Inks" by Ruben Perrone and his colleagues at Ilmenau Technical University, also in Germany, describe techniques for the design and manufacture of miniature inductors useful in frequency ranges up to 10 GHz. This approach combines photoimageable thick film materials with laser drilled micro vias and buried cavities.
The Ceramic Interconnect Conference sponsored by the Ceramic Interconnect Initiative and IMAPS will be jointly sponsored in 2005 by IMAPS and the American Ceramic Society. The scope of the conference has been expanded to include microsystems and the conference renamed to reflect the expanded coverage. The renamed International Conference on Ceramic Interconnect and Ceramic Microsystems combines the complementary interests, strengths and leadership of the membership of both societies to focus on accelerating advances in both ceramic interconnect and microsystems. The conference will be held in Baltimore,April 10-13, in conjunction with the annual meeting of the American Ceramic Society.
The participation of speakers from 13 different countries reflects the international scope of this three-day conference. Six invited keynote speakers will provide comprehensive overviews of current and future directions in key areas, including: ceramic microsystems, ceramic interconnect, materials and processing, automotive applications, and design and integration. Additionally, 57 contributed papers in 15 different sessions will address the latest advances in ceramic interconnect and microsystems. A session and panel discussion on the Business of Emerging Microsystems will feature the perspective of government, industry and national laboratories. Table top exhibits, some reserved for non-commercial organizations, will provide an opportunity for those involved in development and manufacturing to meet suppliers developing the infrastructure to support the industry. This is a "must attend" meeting for those working in ceramic interconnect or microsystems. Please join us in Baltimore. 1 1. . I In nt tr ro od du uc ct ti io on n The actual trend consists in developing new applications for higher frequencies and integrating as many functions and passive components in a module as possible. Thus, the LTCC technology plays a very important role because it offers a wide range of possibilities to produce multi-layer circuits and permits the integration of passive elements, such as planar, buried planar as well as 3-D inductors into the LTCC module.
Standard "thick-film" inductors have a limited bandwidth of at most 1-3 GHz, due to the fact that the resolution of the standard screen printing technology does not allow to pattern smaller lines than 100 to 80 µm.The size of inductors is also limited by the via diameter (standard 100 to 150 µm) and stacking tolerances. In order to achieve an increased bandwidth the dimensions of coils must be reduced. Therefore an advanced thick-film technology with a high line resolution is required.
At the moment there are different advanced thick-film technologies that achieve an increased line resolution. Examples of them are the photoimageable, the photoetchable and the fine line printing processes.
The photoetchable technology involves a subtractive post-fire process, which makes it suitable only for fine line structures at the top or bottom layers. However, this technology can also be used in combination with photoimageable dielectrics to achieve fine line buried structures [1] . This mixed technology requires several post-fire printing and firing processes, which makes it more expensive and more time consuming as an ordinary photoimageable process, where all sheets can be processed in parallel and only one lamination and firing process is needed.
Regarding the fine line printing method, the costs of the printing screens are extremely high when a line resolution under 40 µm is required.Thus, for the prototyping or during the development phase of a module this structuring technology is economically unsuitable in comparison to the Fodel ® technology.
The already mentioned facts conformed our motivation to characterize some Fodel ® photoimageable inks from DuPont and to use them afterwards for the passive integration.
Finally, the aim to improve the RF properties of coils and to extend their bandwidth pushed us to combine Fodel ® inks with other technological resources, such us laser generated micro vias, that permit a size reduction of coils, and buried cavities to reduce the parasitic capacitance of inductors to ground. 2 2. . T Te ec ch hn no ol lo og gy y D De es sc cr ri ip pt ti io on n 2 2. .1 1. . P Ph ho ot to oi im ma ag ge ea ab bl le e T Th hi ic ck k F Fi il lm m p pr ro oc ce es ss s This technology is a combination of conventional screen printing and a photoimageable process. It combines the advantages of thick-and thin-film technology and allows a high resolution under moderate costs. The manufacturing steps are represented in Figure 1 . The first manufacturing step is the deposition of photosensitive ink on a substrate by blank screen printing. The ink is leveled at room temperature and then dried in a furnace at low temperature. Afterwards, the dried substrate is exposed to UV-light through a negative photo mask to form an image, which remains on the tape after the development in a spray-processor. After the development, the Fodel ® substrates must be stacked, laminated and sintered as in the standard thick film procedure. The Fodel ® ink AG 6453 from Dupont was investigated and their process steps optimized.The best achieved resolution with the Ink AG 6453 was 13µm/21µm line width / line space on the top layers [2] and 25µm/15µm in the inner layers. Figure 2 shows two pictures of parallel lines on the top of a substrate before and after firing.
It was observed that the penetration depth of the UV light into the Fodel ® Ink AG 6453 is limited.Therefore, only an upper surface layer becomes polymerized, whose thickness depends on the exposure time. Figure 3 shows this dependence.
When printed lines are thicker than the polymerized ink layer, the under-etching appears, which directly affects the shrinkage of the lines. For many applications it is very important to manufacture lines with a certain width. Therefore, the relation between the line width on the mask and the final width of lines after firing was investigated. This investigation was carried out for top and buried parallel lines. Figure 4 shows the results for the Fodel ® conducting ink Ag 6453 on the LTCC Tape 951 from DuPont. 2 2. .2 2. . V Vi ia as s g ge en ne er ra at ti io on n Two types of vias were used for the manufacture of the inductors. Standard punched vias with a fired diameter of 130 µm were used for all inductors with an aperture width of 1 and 2 mm.The smallest inductors, which have an aperture width of 0.5 mm, and all symmetrical inductors with a line space of 100 µm were manufactured with vias, whose diameter were about 60 µm.These vias were drilled with a multifunctional laser on the green sheets as in the process described in [3] . Afterwards, they were filled up with a via fill machine by using a metal via fill mask.The metal mask was also manufactured with the same laser. Figure 5 shows an unfilled via on a green tape and on a metal via fill mask. 2 2. .3 3. . C Ca av vi it ti ie es s There were two substrates manufactured with coils with the same dimensions and shapes, one within buried cavities and one without cavities. The cavities were manufactured between the coils and the ground plane. Because of these cavities, the parasitic capacitance to ground of the turns is reduced.
Cavities could be generated either with a punching machine or with a laser. During the tape lamination and depending on the size of the cavity, they were filled up with a material, that volatilized while firing. Figure 6 shows a cross-section of a fired cavity. The buried ground plane, a via and narrow turns can be recognized. The internal turn of planar spiral coils is connected to the measure line trough two vias and a buried line . The turn crossover of planar symmetrical inductors is also performed by 2 vias and a buried line. Because of this symmetrical turn arrangement the quality-factor of such inductors is enhanced and also maintained over a broader bandwidth than the quality-factor of spiral inductors [4] . The turns of the 3D coils are stacked over each other. Table 1 summarizes the inductor dimensions and their geometrical properties. Only inductors with an aperture of 0.5 mm were investigated in combination with buried cavities. In Figure 8 some planar-symmetrical inductors are shown with the same number of turns but several aperture widths. They were all photographed with the same magnification to make the difference in size more noticeable.
4. . M Me ea as su ur re em me en nt t a an nd d M Mo od de el li in ng g
The S-Parameters of all inductivities were measured with a Network-Analyzer HP 8510 and coplanar probes from Cascade. In Figure  9 one can see the layout for measuring. The The inductivity of spiral coils as a function of the aperture width and line width was investigated. The results for inductors with 1.5 turns are seen in Figure 10 . One sees, that a reduction in the dimensions of coils increases their cut-off frequency and makes the inductance curve more planar. Note that the cut-off frequency of the inductors with an aperture width of 1mm and 0.5mm is higher than 8 GHz.
As written above, the RF properties of planar coils can be improved by using a symmetrical turn arrangement, which is commonly used in thin-film technology. In Figure  11 , the inductivity of planar-spiral and planarsymmetrical coils are compared over the frequency.All Inductors have 50 µm line width, 100 µm line space and 475 µm tape thickness.
One sees that the inductivity of symmetrical inductors remains constant over a wider frequency range as the inductivity of spiral ones. Some coils have not reached their cutoff frequency up to 10 GHz.
According to [6] , the RF properties of inductors can be improved if their parasitic capacitance to ground is reduced.Therefore, coils with cavities between them and the ground plane were manufactured. The inductivity and parasitic capacitance to ground of these inductors were measured at 1 MHz with a LCR meter HP 4284A.
In Figure 12 the parasitic capacitance of coils is represented within and without cavities in dependence of the number of turns and the line width. One sees that the introduction of cavities under coils causes the parasitic capacitance to decrease drastically. This reduction in the parasitic capacitance leads really to better RF properties.This can be noticed in Figure 13 , where the inductance over the frequency of coils with and without cavities are compared. One sees that inductors with buried cavities have a higher cut-off frequency and a more planar inductance curve than inductors without cavities.
In Figure 14 the inductance of 3D round coils is shown with different number of turns. An important point to remark is that the inductivity of the coil with 1,5 turns remains almost constant up to 5 GHz and up to 8 GHz the coil has not reached its resonant frequency. That indicates that this kind of inductors can also be used up to 5 GHz or more for some special applications. Figure 15 shows a lumped element model, which corresponds to a round planar spiral inductor with an aperture width of 1 mm, 1.5 turns and 30 µm line width. Figure  16 shows the comparison between the measured and modeled S-Parameters for this inductor.
Where f = frequency The integration of Fodel ® structures in inner layers of LTCC and the combination of photoimageable inks and laser generated microvias was proven to be possible.
Planar and 3D inductors with small line widths (< 50 µm) and small aperture widths and therefore better RF properties than standard thick-film coils were manufactured in LTCC.
Planar symmetrical inductors were manufactured in thick-film technology. These inductors have a higher cut-off frequency and their inductance is less dependent on the frequency compared to ordinary spiral inductors.
An important improvement of the RF properties of inductors can be achieved through the manufacture of a buried cavity between the inductor and the ground plane.
An accurate model up to 8 GHz for each inductor was determined. 6 6. . R Re ef fe er re en nc ce es s Gold-tin, lead-free, tin-lead and indium alloys for a wide range of applications.
Gold-tin, lead-free, tin-lead and indium alloys for a wide range of applications.
AIM Specialty Materials
The products you want…The support you need.
The products you want…The support you need. I In nt tr ro od du uc ct ti io on n The RADAR-sensor presented here is designed for use as a driver assistance system in vehicles. FMCW method is utilized to measure distances up to 30 m and velocity of obstacles around the car. Especially safety enhancement systems like collision warning and mitigation but also comfort features can be realized. Moreover, the sensor is capable of being integrated in manifold industrial applications where distance and velocity have to be determined with high precision. Another interesting field of application is the monitoring of buildings and real estate, because the module concept is qualified for the free 24 GHz ISM band, too.
For the production of highly integrated modules, LTCC is appreciated for its flexibility in realising an arbitrary number of layers with easy to integrate circuit components like thick film resistors, cavity buried or topmounted SMT components, or even chip devices.
B Ba as si ic c P Pr ri in nc ci ip pl le e o of f O Op pe er ra at ti io on n Unlike most of the other electronic solutions for radar sensors available to today's car industry, which are based on pulse methods, the sensor featured in this paper is based on the FMCW principle of operation.The carrier signal of the radar is frequency modulated in linear ramps. The sensor receives and transmits simultaneously, and the frequency difference ∆f between the transmitted and received signal (e.g. between two objects) is proportional to the time difference of the two signals. The time difference of the two signals is in turn proportional to the distance between the transmitter and the reflecting object, thus determining very accurately, through the frequency difference ∆f, the distance between the two objects.
Specifications of the RADAR module: R RF F--M Mo od du ul le e
The main focus of the development is directed towards the reduction of costs in comparison with conventional sensors.
Hybrid circuit technology using a 5-layer LTCC substrate from DuPont Microcircuit Materials has been realized. The module is assembled with cost-effective discrete semiconductor devices, avoiding the use of expensive monolithic integrated circuits (MMICs). The patch-antenna is printed on one side of the multilayer ceramic, while the RF front-end has been integrated on the opposite side.The microwave front-end with the integrated patch antenna measures only 34 mm x 21 mm. Signal conversion and signal processing are executed on an external board, which is connected via USB interface to a PC.All results are evaluated and presented on the computer. Software with graphical user interface allows the setting of sensor and evaluation parameters. A An nt te en nn na a
Considering wireless or radar applications, the idea of integrating the antenna within the module is quite appealing: the integration of the antenna makes the antenna connector obsolete and minimizes the feeding line length, thus reducing feeding losses. Yet, due to the high dielectric constant of the LTCC material, the design of a broadband planar antenna array is quite challenging: the bandwidth decreases with the dielectric constant. However, LTCC materials are ideally suited for multilayer structures; this characteristic can be exploited by using stacked patch elements, thus considerably enhancing the bandwidth [4] . The antenna design presented here is based on this principle.
A An nt te en nn na a R Re eq qu ui ir re em me en nt ts s
The antenna has to comply with the following specifications:The operation frequency range is defined by a centre frequency of 24 GHz, with a bandwidth of at least 2 GHz. This broadband behaviour is important, since the range of the frequency modulation ramp of the radar module defines its resolution. The polarisation of the antenna has to be linear, with a high suppression of the cross polar components. The antenna pattern should meet the 3dB beam width requirement of +15° in the E-plane and +30° in the H-plane. Of course, other automotive radar applications might require a different antenna pattern. It is therefore important to point out that the concept presented here could easily be adopted to other requirements by changing the number of elements in the array, while maintaining the basic antenna architecture, and thus the broadband characteristic of the antenna.
A An nt te en nn na a C Co on nc ce ep pt t
The radar module consists of five LTCC layers, each with a 200 m layer thickness. Fig. 1 depicts the layout of the complete FMCW radar module; Fig. 4 shows this module in a cross sectional view.The bottom side of the ceramic block carries the RF front-end circuits and components. An aperture in the buried ground plane between the first and second ceramic layer (counted from the bottom), is used to interconnect RF and antenna circuitry. The antenna array and its feeding lines are located between the third and fourth layer. Stacked patches on the topside of the ceramic are used to enhance the bandwidth of the antenna [2] .The ceramic material consists of DuPont 951-AT green tape, with a dielectric constant of 7.8, and a loss tangent of 0.008 [1] . This material has been favoured for reasons of economy, since it is cheaper than the similar low loss material, DuPont 943-A5, with an indicated loss tangent of 0.001 [1] .
The complete antenna has been calculated including the RF-to-antenna interface using the FDTD simulator EMPIRE TM [3] .The simulation results in Fig. 5 show the calculated return loss of the antenna. The 10 dB bandwidth of the antenna is about 2.5 GHz, giving a relative bandwidth of over 10%. Considering the high dielectric constant of the material used, this is a remarkably good result. The simulation results of the far field behaviour are depicted in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . The directivity of the antenna is calculated to be 12 dBi, with a 3 dB beam width of +15° in E-plane, and +30°in H-plane, respectively.
A An nt te en nn na a P Pe er rf fo or rm ma an nc ce e
The antenna has been manufactured and measured in a small number of prototypes. For the antenna under test, the RF circuits on the bottom side of the module have been removed except for a microstrip line that is feeding the aperture of the RF-to-antenna interface. The influence of this interface is thus included in the measurement results. A SMP plug and an SMP-to-K interface is used to connect the microstrip line on the ceramic to the measurement system. Fig. 5 shows the measured 10 dB bandwidth of the antenna. The deviations between simulation and measurement results can be explained by the fact that the calibration of the measurement system did not include the influence of the SMP plug nor the SMP-to-K interface. Despite these differences, the measurements clearly verify the wideband characteristic of the antenna. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the measured far field patterns of the antenna at 24 GHz in comparison with the simulation results. It can be stated that there is a good agreement between the calculated and measured radiation patterns. Moreover, the suppression of the cross-polar level is about 20 dB, meaning a good polarisation purity of the antenna.The difference between the calculated directivity and the measured antenna gain of about 10 dBi can be ascribed to losses in the material as well as in the feeding line and the connectors. This means that the actual gain of the integrated antenna will be slightly higher, since the connectors are only used for measurement purposes, and the length of the microstrip feeding line on the RF side will be reduced.
C Co on nc cl lu us si io on ns s
The high density of interconnects in LTCC substrates facilitates the integration of patch antenna, microwave front-end, IF electronic and optional digital part on one single multilayer LTCC substrate. Utilization of multilayer ceramic for microwave circuits allows the use of bare semi-conductor dies and the abandonment of microwave monolithic integrated circuits (MMIC), which lowers the costs, increases the availability of components and expands second source capabilities. Inherent housing properties like hermeticity, thermal conductivity and good CTE-match to semiconductors make LTCC an ideal candidate for compact and environmentally rugged modules. Despite the high dielectric constant of the LTCC material, the presented antenna concept exhibits broadband behaviour by exploiting the LTCC multilayer characteristics. The presented simulation and measurement results verify this appealing concept, which is flexible enough to be easily adapted to other radar application requirements. These advantages result in a compact Radar module, which summarizes outstanding properties like small dimensions, proper performance as well as low costs.
A Ac ck kn no ow wl le ed dg ge em me en nt t 
Advancing Microelectronics -March/April 2005
Continued from page 11 
Assembléon Installs ACM Pick and Place Machine at Auburn University
The Laboratory for Electronics Assembly and Packaging (LEAP) at Auburn University has announced the installation of an Assembléon ACM Micro into its advanced SMT and flip chip line. The ACM provides fine pitch and high placement accuracy capability for 01005 chip components, advanced flip chip devices, and 3-D modules.
"The advanced placement capability of this system will significantly enhance our research and educational programs," says laboratory director and engineering faculty member Wayne Johnson."The system is compatible with both laminate and ceramic substrates and will also be used to assemble 50um thick silicon die onto flex substrates."
With 3,500 square feet of dedicated facilities, LEAP provides state-of-the-art electronics manufacturing, packaging, characterization, reliability testing and failure analysis capability enabling world-class research in electronics assembly and packaging.The laboratory supports the research efforts of the NASA-JPL University Consortium for Extreme Environment Electronics, the NASA Center for Space Power and Advanced Electronics and the NSF Center for Advanced Vehicle Electronics as well as other research projects. Many consider it one of the leading facilities of its kind in the nation. "The projects undertaken by the LEAP facility serve to qualify and define critical process parameters and techniques required to maximize production yield long before a technology becomes mainstream," confirmed Brent A. Fischthal, Product Manager. "Moreover, the opportunity to actively participate in the bleeding-edge projects not only confirms the inherent capabilities of the Assembléon ACM Micro, it also ensures Assembléon products will continue to provide the required machine features to handle future technologies."
For more information, log on to www.eng.auburn.edu/department/ee/leap or contact Wayne Johnson at 334.844.1880 or johnson@eng.auburn.edu. With clear but exceptionally cold weather for South Florida in late January as a backdrop, 35 participants met on Jan 24 -26 at the Marco Island Hilton for the IMAPS ATW on Passive Integration.There were 18 formal papers, with extra presentations in an evening session on "late developments."Folks from Netlist and Intel were persuaded to discuss the latest in very dense memory modules with integrated terminating resistors, and decoupling needs for future microprocessors, respectively.
There were a few lively discussions on the relative merits of ceramic/polymer composite versus thin film dielectrics, with several papers devoted to each fabrication methodology. Thin film will excel in capacitance density once it is available, but for the present, ceramic/polymer composites are being used in production.
There were several papers on integrated RF filters for cell phone and other applications.This is clearly an area to watch.
Papers were almost uniformly excellent, with lots of new information not previously discussed publicly.
The camaraderie of the workshop atmosphere fostered by cocktail hours and good food resulted in many good contacts being made among the participants, with many opportunities for new customer/supplier relationships.All in all, this was a fine technical and community-building experience for all who participated.
Best With an uncommon gathering of laboratories, research centres and innovative companies, the Grenoble region is a first rank technopole in Europe, for microelectronics and, more recently, for nanotechnologies and MEMS.
In order to help everybody make, as soon as possible, the necessary arrangements, IMAPS France and Interconex, have already issued a first brochure and open the reservation for the exhibition stands.
Well integrated in the European transportation networks, Grenoble can be easily reached by TGV-high speed train, highways and airlines from the main European and French cities.
We shall have future opportunities to come back on the call for papers and on the technical programme.
The technical committee decided to organise it around two leading topics: 
Nordic:
Meetings Programme: q IMAPS Nordic annual conference, Toensberg, Norway, September 11-14 The yearly conference will take place at Tønsberg, located in the heart of the Norwegian "Electronic Coast" with its major microelectronics and microsystems activities.
Tønsberg has easy access from the local international Sandefjord airport (TRF) with direct flights from London, Amsterdam, Frankfurt, Copenhagen, Stockholm.
European Activities & Calendar of Events:
The T Th he e p pr ro og gr ra am mm me e o of f t th he e 2 29 9t th h I IM MA AP PS S--P Po ol la an nd d I In nt te er rn na at ti io on na al l C Co on nf fe er re en nc ce e w wi il ll l c co on n--s si is st t o of f: : 
Poster presentations of original work
The organizers invite researchers and engineers from universities, independent laboratories and industry for their contributions. Authors are invited to submit abstracts reflecting original work not previously published or presented elsewhere.Abstract should address innovative concepts or significant technical and scientific advances in microelectronic components, packaging and interconnection. The conference language is English.
T Th he e c co on nf fe er re en nc ce e t to op pi ic cs s i in nc cl lu ud de e: : Technology and Economics, Budapest, Hungary) News from the Chapter: q All Change? Attendees at the Microtech event in Cambridge this March will have looked forward with interest to the now established annual Market Watch session and will have been able to get some idea of what the future has in store.To us old lags in the industry the changes that have taken place are quite dramatic and unexpected.Those who have not responded to the changes will be facing difficulties either already or in the near future. With so much production lost to emerging lower cost facilities in Asia and Eastern Europe, can the UK hold onto at least the design and development aspects as suggested or will in time the very speed of the introduction of new products necessitate all aspects to be close at hand? Mobile Comms is an example where a recent DTI mission found China and Korea close on the heels of the UK. The latter may well be the case so new products in new markets with new process technology need to be found.The alternative is to be so good at the job that clients will not want to go elsewhere. It is interesting therefore to note a report from the organisers of the Medical Device Technology Conference and Exhibition who found that whilst 2003 saw the industry investing in capital -equipment, premises, e-commerce -the coming year expects 55% of respondents to be increasing their R&D budget, 56% increasing sales and marketing, 52% equipment and 51% design, all of which should provide a healthy increase in the market for 2006 and beyond. Two companies come to mind what were heavily involved in the Microelectronics industry for several decades which have found the Medical market for consumable items a worthwhile diversification -Wesley Coe and Batten and Allen.
In the UK Electronics Industry as a whole Electronics Manufacture and Test have found that in the last 12 months the number of companies expecting their workforce to remain the same or increase has risen from 2% to 93%: 79% rather than 70 % expect an increase in turnover. More alarming however is that at the beginning of 2005 it seems 85% of companies will not yet have switched to lead free. This shortfall is not without support to help the conversion. For example Soldertec Global has introduced a new series of interactive CD-ROMS at £99 each and NPL has appointed Ling Zou as its Test Service Manager for its Lead-Free consultancy service.
Other diversions with potential seem to be the ever increasing automotive market, the almost infinitesimal market for sensors and now low frequency wireless. Welsh start-up DeepStream was recently in the news claiming to be the first company in the world to have the technology to produce digital sensors in £d packaging at low cost allowing the embedding of levels of measurement and control in electrical control systems as never seen before. Matlab and MathWorks are working together on the radar beam control for Jaguar's cruise control system.
To close we include a statement recently made by Sir John Chisholm, CEO of Qinetic, that UK engineering and technology companies must invest in training if they are to continue to compete in the global market. Haven't we heard this before somewhere?
BCW
In both their business and personal lives, individuals are involved in various societies or organizations. Churches, special interest groups, local and scholastic athletics, government related activities, trade organizations and technical societies offer many opportunities for service in the non-profit world. One's participation ranges from leadership, actively participating, organizing, listening in during a monthly meeting or simply paying your dues and receiving the newsletters. Businesses also participate as corporate members in those organizations, and typically provide assistance in funding for operation of the organizations, lend credibility to the organization's mission and give the particular business positive PR within the relevant area or local community. None of these organizations exist without the collective participation of the membership.
Most of us participate in such organizations. Many times the manner in which we participate is guided simply by one's behavioral style. Those with "driver" personalities tend to be leaders that work 24/7 and those with "expressive" behavior styles gravitate towards social activity.Amiable folks tend to be energized by teamwork and structure, while analytical styles live in world of facts, data, and organization.The reality is that not all leaders are drivers, and those who analyze are not necessarily all accountants or engineers. But all of these behavior styles are those of your peers, and you deal with managing your own and others' behavior every day. What behavioral type do you exhibit? Perhaps the way you participate in your company or related non-profit organization is guided by your individual behavior style. It's worth some thought.
Why the discussion on behavior? Because your company, your family, and any organization you belong to is made up of people of various backgrounds and behaviors. And there is much to learn from all that diversity. The strength of one can complement an area of challenge for others. So let's talk about YOUR strength and how it can add to IMAPS! After all, you are reading this article, so you must be an IMAPS individual or corporate member. But you, like me and most others, listen to that radio station broadcast worldwide -WIIFM -or, w what's i in i it f for m me? Let's talk about that for a while.
IMAPS Corporate Membership comes with many benefits. Many of them are financial, with respect to discounts on events, advertising, etc. Your technical organization, through IMAPS, is plugged into the premiere society for the advancement of microelectronic and packaging technologies. And simply by purchasing a booth at the IMAPS annual symposium you become a corporate member -how easy! But for that person in your organization who writes the check for IMAPS Corporate Membership, I have a question -Do you take advantage of all the benefits of Corporate Membership? One of those benefits that is directed at you, the person with the budget, or you, the company owner, and even you, the leader of a particular business unit -is the Global Business Council (GBC).The GBC's charter is directed to fulfill the needs of corporate membership.Are you getting the most out of the GBC?
The GBC's activities are organized by a team of dedicated volunteers who exhibit the diversity discussed earlier. The GBC Steering Committee operates in a manner, exemplifying our credo, the result of which is that we are always active, and always looking for ways to improve our product. But this is not enough. The GBC's product, business events and dissemination of information from those events, cannot improve without constant participation from that diverse group of Corporate Members. W Wh ha at t' 's s i in n i it t f fo or r m me e? ? Well, I've heard business owners say " . . . I do not know what is going on out there, I leave it to Joe to tell me that . ." or " . . . I have no time for events as I am trying to figure out a way to deal with my competition overseas . . ." or "whatever happened to George? I used to call on him when I was doing what you do now -oh, he is President of one of our customers??" You get the picture.
The GBC is here to bring corporate members together in forums to discuss business issues related to the health and long term vitality of this industry which we all are a part
of W Wh ha at t' 's s i in n i it t f fo or r m me e? ? W Wh ha at t' 's s i in n i it t f fo or r m my y c co om mp pa an ny y? ?
Well, I want to know where the new business opportunities are. I want to know what my competition is doing and how it will impact my business. I want to know if my manufacturing operation is competitive compared to another overseas operation. I want to know the leadership of my customers. And I want to hear it all myself. The only way we can know all these things in an efficient and cost effective way is to participate in GBC events.
Remember that question about your behavioral style? Perhaps your style is more that of a networkerperfect -we sponsor "C" level networking events to get the senior executives of our industry together to discuss those issues relating to the long term health of all of our businesses. A "driver" you are? We always have a need for people to step up and lead events and sessions, and have the confidence to command an audience of high level speakers and dignitaries.Analytical? The GBC presents meetings that include market forecasts, chock full of information and data that has historically been quite accurate. So if you need data to help fill in the blanks in your long term business plan, here is a cost effective way to do so.Are you a team player? The GBC sponsors several initiatives that are organized in a team manner.Team members participate in various ways to organize the event, based on the particular strength or knowledge that one brings to the team. And 100% of the time we have NOT had the same team organize each of our events, again a testament to leveraging the diversity of various corporate members to conduct valuable high quality events.
A Ar re e y yo ou u g ge et tt ti in ng g t th he e m mo os st t o ou ut t o of f t th he e G GB BC C? ?
We are constantly looking for ideas on how to better bring value to those participating in GBC events. If you have any ideas or suggestions for events, initiatives, or topics, please forward your suggestions via email to Ann Bell at IMAPS HQ at abell@imaps.org.
In conclusion I'll again pose the title question -Are you getting the most out of your corporate membership? As you know most things we desire do not fall into our lap from the sky.We need to seek them out and judge if they are of value to oneself and/or the company. The value you take out of IMAPS and the GBC is proportional to the value you put in. So make it a point to attend at least one NEW GBC event this year. G Ge et t t th he e m mo os st t o ou ut t o of f y yo ou ur r c co or rp po or ra at te e m me em mb be er rs sh hi ip p. .
To see the GBC calendar of events and registration information, go to www.imaps.org/gbc.
Are you making the most of your corporate membership?
H He en nk ke el l D Do on na at te es s $ $1 1. .3 35 5 M Mi il ll li io on n i in n A Ai id d o of f F Fl lo oo od d V Vi ic ct ti im ms s
Immediate aid for victims of the flood disaster in Southeast Asia
As immediate aid following the flood disaster in Southeast Asia, Henkel has pledged a cash donation of $677,000 (500,000 euros). In addition, Henkel is preparing to send clothing and hygiene products valued at $677,000 (500,000 euros).
"Henkel has endeavored to respond to this catastrophe by providing aid and assistance to the victims in as rapid and as nonbureaucratic a manner as possible," explained Knut Weinke, Executive Vice President, Human Resources at Henkel KGaA.
Henkel in North America is the manufacturer of leading consumer and industrial brands like Loctite ® adhesives, Dial ® soap, Duck ® brand duct tape, and Dep ® hair gel.
M Mi in ni i--S Sy ys st te em ms s R Re ea ac ch he es s G GO OL LD D S Su up pp pl li ie er r S St ta at tu us s Northrop Grumman Space Technology (NGST) has announced that Mini-Systems, Inc. (MSI), both Thick and Thin Film Divisions, have once again reached GOLD Supplier status based on quality and delivery. As addressed by NGST, "I must express my appreciation for MiniSystems' continuous dedication to excellent quality."
MSI was awarded GOLD Supplier status, which is the highest level a vendor can reach with NGST, by ongoing efforts to supply excellent quality, repeated responsiveness and delivery performance. MSI was again one of only a few, out of over 1000, that hase achieved this demanding goal. P Pa al lo om ma ar r S Su up pp pl li ie es s O Op pt to oe el le ec ct tr ro on ni ic c a an nd d C Co om mp pl le ex x P Pa ac ck ka ag gi in ng g A As ss se em mb bl ly y E Eq qu ui ip pm me en nt t t to o F Fa ab br ri in ne et t Palomar Technologies has announced an agreement to supply Fabrinet with optoelectronic and complex packaging assembly equipment to expand Fabrinet's capabilities in volume assembly of terminalactive optoelectronic components and precision microelectronic packaging. Fabrinet is an engineering and electromechanical manufacturing services company specializing in the manufacture of complex assemblies.
Fabrinet will add a Palomar LDA Laser Diode Attach Component Assembly Cell and a Model 8000 high speed thermosonic ball and stitch wire bonder to its new manufacturing facilities in Bangkok, Thailand. The LDA will increase the quality, throughput, and yield of optoelectronic components manufactured by Fabrinet. Fabrinet will use the 8000 for wire bonding microelectronic packages, including most semiconductorbased interconnect applications such as hybrids and gold ball bumping.
In addition, through its Process Development and Prototyping Services, Palomar will qualify and develop processes on existing and emerging packaging technologies, ultimately transferring the processes to Fabrinet for production engineering, volume manufacturing, and supply chain management in Thailand.
"Fabrinet is one of a very few EMS companies anywhere in the world capable of the precision manufacture in high volume of complex components such as those in the optics, optomechanical, and optoelectronic industries," said Bruce W. Hueners, Palomar's VP of marketing and business development. "Its location in Thailand is an added bonus because of the skilled labor force, stable government, and low cost of doing business there." "Our engineers have spent several weeks at Palomar becoming familiar with Palomar's process development and equipment," said Dr. Teera Achariyapaopan, Fabrinet's executive VP & chief operating officer. "Adding the Laser Diode Attach assembly cell and 8000 wire bonder to our lines automates our process and allows us to offer our customers even more precision packaging options while reducing time-to-market, throughput, yield, and costs." "Saneway Microelectronics Materials Co. Ltd. is the leading China manufacturer of high performance heat sinks," said Ken Kuang, President of Torrey Hills Technologies, LLC,"We are very pleased with the alliance with Saneway and are poised to provide high quality, low cost heat sinks to the international microelectronics packaging community."
"We see this as a strategic opportunity to leverage our two companies' complementary expertise.
Combining Torrey Hills Technologies, LLC's marketing expertise with Saneway's high performance material capability, we are ideally situated to provide a full range of CuW, CuMo and Cu/Mo/Cu heat sinks to the international community," comments Dr. Guosheng Jiang, General Manager of Saneway.
The initial products offered are CuW, CuMo and Cu/Mo/Cu heat sinks.A new generation of material Cu/CuMo/Cu laminate is being developed and is being sampled by a few key customers.
S Sa at tC Co on n E El le ec ct tr ro on ni ic cs s A Ac ch hi ie ev ve es s C Cl la as ss s K K C Ce er rt ti if fi ic ca at ti io on n t to o D DS SC CC C M MI IL L--P PR RF F--3 38 85 53 34 4 SatCon Electronics, Inc., a designer and manufacturer of high reliability electronic packaging products, recently received certification by the Defense Supply Center in Columbus, Ohio (DSCC), enabling it to build space-qualified products to the MIL-PRF-38534 Hybrid Microcircuit Class K. Class K is the highest reliability level achievable in the assembly of hybrids. SatCon Electronics has been a supplier of microelectronic devices for Class H applications for a number of years. SatCon Electronics has supplied space level devices to one of its current customers for use in GPS satellites for about four years. In addition, SatCon Electronics' acquisition of the Sipex data converter products in 2002, brought with it additional space-level Class K products, some of which are expected to be used for other space applications. SatCon Electronics undertook the challenge of achieving the Class K certification level in order to improve its product offerings and to respond to the new emphasis on increasing reliability across the board for all space and satellite applications, Obtaining recognition of its process expertise, quality systems and documentation procedures has opened up a number of new markets to SatCon not previously available. With increased emphasis on telecommunications, worldwide media and satellite radio, more commercial space use is anticipated. The military is also increasing its emphasis on the more efficient utilization of this communication space to further integrate its network centric, cross-platform communication process as part of its mission statement to obtain better interoperability between the services, support its Future Combat Soldier program and improve battlefield management.
A total of 41 companies in the United States are qualified by DSCC to build hybrids. In achieving this award, SatCon Electronics joins an elite group of only 13 qualified to produce space level products. In addition, SatCon Electronics is ISO-9001 certified.
I In nd di iu um m C Co or rp po or ra at ti io on n A An nn no ou un nc ce es s S Si il lv ve er r Q Qu ui il ll l A Aw wa ar rd d W Wi in nn ne er rs s Indium Corporation of America recently awarded its annual Silver Quill Award for excellence in technical writing to two employees.The Silver Quill Award was developed to encourage and incentivize individuals for authoring technical reports, presentations, articles and books. Eligible individuals are awarded points throughout the year based on the number and quality of their written material or presentations, and the importance of the venue (regional vs. international).
B Be es st t A Au ut th ho or r, , M Mi ik ke e F Fe en nn ne er r Mike was chosen for this award for his ability to take complex and fragmented information and make it useful and practical for the solder user. Mike's papers include: Palomar's exhibit explained how the equipment it designs and manufactures is used to precisely attach the minute integrated circuit to a package that will then be attached to a circuit board. This initial connection is necessary to power electronic devices. Palomar's wire bonding, die attach, gold ball bumping, and automated assembly equipment is used in the semiconductor, optoelectronic, RF, photonic, wireless, microwave, automotive, aerospace, medical, and life sciences industries.
"The show was far larger and more significant than I originally perceived," commented Bruce Hueners, Palomar VP marketing and business development. "We used it as a base for our local representatives, American Tec, and captured several hundred sales leads from show attendees. Through the SDWTC and the participation of Lieutenant Governor Bustamante and President Weber, we had high level CEO meetings and access to heads of government and education from throughout Southern China and the Shenzhen area as well as local members of the U.S. Department of Commerce."
A AM MI I O Of ff fe er rs s F Fu ul ll ly y A Au ut to om ma at te ed d, , H Hi ig gh h S Sp pe ee ed d R RF FI ID D S Sc cr re ee en n P Pr ri in nt te er rs s AMI now offers fully automated precision screen printers for the RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) card and label manufacturing industry. AMI high speed screen printers optimize the precision and speed of RFID antenna printing using newly developed high performance inks. Low-cost screen printing of RFID antennas offers significant savings over commonly used, costly subtractive manufacturing processes.
AMI's RFID printer models are available in either PC or PLC control versions accepting screens up to 20"x 20" in size. Advanced, computer controlled precision printers are fully programmable, using servo and stepper motors for critical machine movements. These models are designed with precision X, Y, Θ screen registration alignment and incorporate a fixed vacuum print platen with an adjustable integrated web indexing mechanism.
Fully automatic high-speed web (reel to reel) configurations include printers, infrared dryers and loop control stations. Single or multiple RFID antennas can be printed in a single print stroke with production rates as high as 1800 strokes per hour. Semi-automatic, stand-alone printers for RFID printing process development are also available.
For more information, please call 908-722-7100. M Mo or rg ga an n E El le ec ct tr ro o C Ce er ra am mi ic cs s O Of ff fe er rs s N Ne ew w P Pi ie ez zo o B Bi im mo or rp ph h f fo or r T Te el le ec co om mm mu un ni ic ca at ti io on ns s I In nd du us st tr ry y Morgan Electro Ceramics (MEC), a leading manufacturer of electro ceramic products, including high voltage and RF capacitors, and microwave and piezoelectric ceramics, offers new piezo bimorphs for switches used in the telecommunications industry. MEC's piezo bimorphs, unlike traditional electrical solenoids, do not create an electric field, ensuring a disturbance-free environment.
MEC's piezo bimorphs use a carbon fiber, in place of a customary metal inner layer, that provides greater deflection and increased force, while improving performance and reliability by 20-30%. The piezo bimorphs also feature a safety electrode, which guarantees operation in harsh applications, especially where the components are stretched to the breaking point. MEC has also developed an optional humidity coating to ensure that warm, damp or humid environments do not affect performance. Additionally, as smaller products have become increasingly essential to industry, the piezo bimorphs are available in a range of sizes from 15 to 45mm length and 2 to 15mm in width, resulting in a maximum deflection of 3mm (peak to peak) and a force of 400mN.
For more information, please call 617-367-0100.
H He en nk ke el l' 's s M Mu ul lt ti ic co or re e L LF F3 31 18 8 S So ol ld de er r P Pa as st te e i is s a a C Co on ns si is st te en nt t P Pe er rf fo or rm me er r R Re eg ga ar rd dl le es ss s o of f C Cl li im ma at te e a an nd d E En nv vi ir ro on nm me en nt t A lead-free solder paste offering outstanding resistance to humidity is being launched by the electronics group of Henkel. Multicore ® LF318 is a halide-free, no-clean, pin-testable formulation that promises broad process windows for both printing and reflow. The product has been developed to appeal particularly to multinational manufacturers wishing to qualify a single solder paste that offers reliable, repeatable performance within the assembly environment, under any climatic conditions. LF318 achieves a consistently high degree of coalescence upon reflow even after 72 hours at 27 Celsius and 80 percent relative humidity, and in testing to IPC ANSI/J-STD-005 and JIS-Z-3284 standards displays excellent resistance to slump.The main benefits of specifying LF318 are evident during printing and assembly: low paste wastage -the result of superior tack life and an open time greater than 24 hours -and resistance to component movement during high-speed placement, through its high initial tack force of 2.0g/mm 2 .
Suitable for reflow in air or nitrogen, LF318 displays excellent solderability on a wide range of surface finishes, including Ni/Au, immersion Sn, immersion Ag and OSP copper.After reflow, only soft, non-stick, colorless residues remain, easing visual inspection and permitting reliable in-circuit testing without clogging test probes, even after many hundreds of tests following double reflow.
Multicore LF318 is classified ROL0 according to ANSI/J-STD-004, and available in lead-free alloys 96SC (SAC387) and 97SC (SAC305). For assembly processes that do not require the use of a lead-free solder paste but would benefit from similar humidity resistance advantages to those of LF318, a tin-lead version of the solder paste, Multicore MP218, is available with similar properties.
For more information, please call 626-968-6511, x 414.
H Ho on ne ey yw we el ll l I In nt tr ro od du uc ce es s G GK KN N S Se er ri ie es s K Ke ey y O Op pe er ra at te ed d S Sa af fe et ty y I In nt te er rl lo oc ck k S Sw wi it tc ch he es s
Safety key operated solutions for OEMs provide product reliability and flexibility in a cost-effective package
Honeywell has announced the newest addition to its safety key operated product portfolio -the GKN Series safety key operated switches. The GKN Series provides the features industrial equipment manufacturers require for safety position detection of protective guards or doors in a reliable, costeffective, industry standard package.
The GKN Series has positive opening safety contacts (meets IEC 60947-5-1 requirements) and double insulation (meets IEC 60947-5-1 requirements), providing global standard compliance.A standard offering of a choice of five switch contact configurations, including two configurations with three contacts, meets a wide variety of customer applications and requirements. The configurations with three contacts provide costeffective safety monitoring when used in conjunction with a safety module.
The rotating head allows actuator engagement from the front, back or either of two top positions for a total of four different actuation entry points. "This feature makes the product easy to adjust in the field, as well as reduces the number of units customers must keep in stock," explains Honeywell Product Manager Karl Gustafson. "The mechanically coded actuators minimize intentional tampering or defeat."
The GKN Series provides a choice of three standard key actuators, including a flexible key actuator that allows for minor misalignment.The large internal wiring cavity reduces installation time. The switch's compact size and light weight provide a valuable solution for applications where space is at a premium, and the low price provides a cost savings to the user, especially at high volume.
For more information on this new product series, visit call 800-784-3011 (reference code GKN).
J JP PS SA A L La as se er r A An nn no ou un nc ce es s U UV V L La as se er r M Mi ic cr ro o--m ma ac ch hi in ni in ng g f fo or r M Me ed di ic ca al l D De ev vi ic ce e M Ma an nu uf fa ac ct tu ur ri in ng g J P Sercel Associates (JPSA Laser) offers precision UV laser micromachining services -with micron-scale features and submicron tolerances -for a variety of medical device manufacturing applications. Typical applications include micro-fluidics, sensors, nozzles, micro-screens, particle traps, MEMS, MOEMS, micro-dicing, biosensors (lab-on-a-chip), micro-vias, photo-ablation, photomachining, micromachining of plastics, ceramics, hard dielectrics, glass and metals, non-destructive high-resolution marking, micro-lithography to 1 micron resolution, high speed drilling, selective material ablation, doping, annealing and more. Materials processed include polymers and plastics, ceramics, glass materials, metals, semiconductor materials, diamond and precious metals, and others. JPSA Laser's core capabilities include expertise in UV materials processing at 355nm, 351nm, 308nm, 266nm, 248nm, 193nm , and 157nm wavelengths. JPSA Laser's contract manufacturing facility houses state-of-the-art UV excimer and DPSS laser workstations. The applications laboratory is also equipped with a host of diagnostic equipment for laser process development and characterization. JPSA engineers have developed F2 laser, optics, calorimetry, and beam delivery technology, allowing JPSA to offer comprehensive testing of VUV optics and materials processing services at 157nm. Most of the JPSA laser systems are equipped with state of the art air bearing motion stages to ensure high precision and accuracy. JPSA Laser's core capabilities include expertise in UV materials processing at 355nm, 351nm, 308nm, 266nm, 248nm, 193nm , and 157nm wavelengths; a fully equipped applications development laboratory staffed with Ph.D. laser scientists; JPSA's contract manufacturing facility is ready to meet customer needs from prototype to high volume production.
For more information, please call 603.595.7048. We appreciate and know the importance of our members' continued support of IMAPS and the microelectronics and packaging industries. Our members' participation has enabled IMAPS to bring leading technical programs, workshops, courses, and symposia into the forefront of the industry and throughout the world. It is this consistent support that has helped IMAPS achieve its position as the world's largest electronic packaging society. IMAPS member support increases the value of the society to the microelectronics industry and increases the value of the society to you and your fellow IMAPS members. Therefore, we have devoted this section to recognizing those individuals who have renewed their support to IMAPS for the first time, as they join us in advancing and expanding the use of microelectronics through the dissemination of information and the promotion of the values of the technology.
